




Will there be a new 

wave of  displaced 

people?





Key Points –

▪ In the world’s current state, it is important to collectively focus our 

efforts (no matter how big or small) on building a world we are proud 

to leave for future generations.

▪ We have once associated homelessness with drugs, alcohol and other 

mental illness related problems of  which professions like ours could 

somewhat pass off  as ‘not our issue’. In the face of  increasing 

challenges, perhaps it is time to look at the bigger picture, and cause 

and effect of  our drastically increasing homeless populations. 

▪ Building stronger communities essentially starts with supporting our

most vulnerable. 



Beddown – Wolter Journey

• Images of Norm, Nat and other wolter/beddown content

• Volunteering! Photos and content of volunteering etc.



Crisis Accommodation Under The Act.

"The community atmosphere that manifested as supporting services like 

Rosies and Grill'd, provided meals and coffee was incredible, and I was 

fortunate enough to hear some amazing stories"

"I don't think I'll ever forget the change in confidence in the guests or the 

beaming on their faces that such simple services like a shower, meal and 

bed was able to give, thanks to Beddown"

"We are certainly in no short supply of  unused secure spaces that could be 

easily transformed to provide much needed safe sleeping areas for those 

in need"

"Witnessing the generosity of  the volunteers and service providers as well 

as getting to know Beddown guests, was a truly humbling and rewarding 

experience. I am proud to be involved with this movement and am excited 

to see it grow on a broader, national level."



Thinking Outside the Box

• Beddown Model Smartart (from letter to BCC)

• Definition? 



Finding the Perfect Site

• Maps, potential sites & criteria for them etc



Getting BCC on Board



Where to?

• Chats with the State etc.

• Beddown on the Sunshine Coast

• The Planning Scheme suggests -



Beddown on the Sunshine Coast



Where to? More pop-up 

accommodation?

Women-

only accommodation?

Women and kids?

From a Strategic Level – Cut the red tape?



Key Points –

▪ Where there is currently a short-fall in the community housing model, 

Beddown is an initiative seeking to provide a temporary solution in the 

form of  pop-up style support accommodation for our homeless 

populations sleeping on the streets. 

▪ Beddown was too future-thinking for our static legislation –

development exemptions don not currently exist for the innovative 

model. 

▪ Had to think outside the box to allow Beddown to get off the ground –

this entailed in a lengthy process. 



Key Points –

▪ Beddown is an example of  a great initiative that was subject to many 

extraneous, complex and multifaceted planning provisions. 

▪ Actions should be taken at a strategic level to allow for future 

innovative solutions, like Beddown, to address society’s big challenges. 

▪ Should we start to cut the red tape? 



Where to? More pop-up 

accommodation?

Women-

only accommodation?

Women and kids?

From a Strategic Level – Cut the red tape?




